Flight Operations System (FOS®)
subscription packages
Tailored solutions for every type
of operations
Rockwell Collins’ ARINCDirectSM FOS® streamlines your flight
operations, no matter how demanding or complex. The system
brings you unparalleled speed, functionality and ease of use. It
gathers all the information you require in one place, with a rich
array of features and no redundant data entry – saving you
time and effort while enabling you to cut costs and serve your
customers more effectively.
Now with our subscription pricing and hosted option, we
make it even easier to realize the benefits of this powerful tool.
Choose from three package options, scaled to the needs of
your operations.

Essential
Designed for small fleet operators, this package includes the
essential flight scheduling features you need today, with a
growth path for the future, at an affordable price. This package
features scaled-down access to the following modules:
>> Access to the operations and crew schedule views
–– Aircraft data
•• Aircraft types
•• Aircraft rates and costs
•• Aircraft logbook
–– Charter quotes
•• Standard quote reports
•• Additional costs
–– Crew data
•• Crew aircraft qualification
•• Crew logbook
–– Passenger database
–– Import utility (manual import)
•• Fuel prices
•• No fly/selectee list
•• Custom imports (quotes provided upon request)
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–– Aircraft and crew scheduling
•• Worldwide airports, FBO, transportation, catering
and hotel vendor database
•• Worldwide names and places database
•• Flight and duty time limitation alerts
•• Aircraft performance data and limitations warnings
•• Time and distance calculator
•• Vendor database
•• Standard trip and aircraft reports
>> Post-flight
–– Flight logs and expenses
–– Standard manually run reports
>> Limited technical support

Professional
Comparable to the current ARINCDirect FOS offering, this
package includes full (unlimited) access to all the modules of
the Essential package, plus:
>> Aircraft
–– Maintenance, CASS and trend data
–– Service and safety issues
>> Airport operational messages
>> Access to all ARINCDirect FOS Interfaces (FOS connectivity
is free; however, third-party vendors may assess a fee)
–– Avinode
–– Online flight schedules via Flight Manager web portal
–– Quote accounting interface (Wellington-Royce)
>> Aircraft and crew scheduling
–– Timeline and monthly calendar schedule views
–– Checklists
–– City pairs
–– Schedule board notes
–– Crew training/crew legality (regulations)
–– Travel requests
–– Text weather/NOTAMs/security warnings

>> Documents
–– Add/export/generate automated alerts
>> Reporting
–– Automated printing and exporting
–– Email/text alerts
–– Access to custom reports
>> Enhanced passenger database capabilities
–– Medevac/patient data
–– Passenger preferred airport services
–– Passenger/crew login module (allows passengers
and crew members limited access to ARINCDirect FOS)

Hosting
In these fast-moving times, having access to the most
current information, no matter where you are, is more
important than ever. By selecting the ARINCDirect FOS
hosting option, you never have to worry. You will always
have access from anywhere in the world to the most
up-to-date solution and your critical trip information.
Learn more at
rockwellcollins.com/arincdirect

>> Quoting/invoicing
–– Client contracts
–– Quote owner costs and margins
–– Quote passengers
–– Trip chargebacks (cost centers/departments/trip purpose)
>> Technical support (normal business hours)
>> Option to add ARINCDirect FOS mobile
(mobile licenses required)

Enterprise
This offering is designed to meet the needs of the most
sophisticated flight departments and includes all the features
of the Professional package, plus:
>> Extended technical support hours
>> ARINCDirect FOS mobile licenses for up to 250 devices
>> Integration with Flight Manager web portal –
time, distance, fuel burn based on summary flight plan
>> Thirty-day Regional Trip Support (RTS) trial
>> Fuel Stop Analyzer
>> Flight plan summary feature (generates a more accurate
estimate of flight times, fuel burns and distance based on
current weather conditions)

About Rockwell Collins
Rockwell Collins is a pioneer in the development and
deployment of innovative communication and aviation
electronic solutions for commercial and government
applications. Our comprehensive ARINCDirect suite of
flight support services brings together best-in-class flight
planning, international trip support, cabin connectivity
and flight operations management.
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